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In 1984, Koko, a gorilla who understands and uses American Sign

L anguage, asked her trainer, Dr.Francine Patterson, for a cat. A fter

exa mining a series of kittens, Koko chose a tailless gray male she

na med A ll Ball. Koko was a very gentle and loving pet owner to

A ll Ball. She tr eated him much as she would a baby gorilla, carry-

ing A ll Ball on her back, petting and cuddling him. When Koko was

in a pla yful mood, she would dr ess A ll Ball up in napkins or sign to

him suggesting that they tickle each other, Koko ’s favourite ga me.

In December 1984, All Ball escaped from the gorilla cage and

was struck by a car. The death of A ll Ball was distr essing to Koko.

When asked, “Do you want to talk about your kitty?” Koko signed,

“ C ry.” “What happened to your kitty?”, “Sleep cat.” When she saw

a picture of a cat that resembled A ll Ball, Koko pointed to the pic-

ture and signed, “Cry, sad, frown.”

The reaction of the public and the scientific community was

varied, passionate and — for this author — puzzling. The focus of

debate centred on whether or not animals possess “emotions” in

the human sense.

This skepticism is fuelled by their professional aversion to

anthropomorphism — the tendency to attribute human qualities to

things not human. Many scientists also say that it is impossible to

prove animals have emotions by using standard scientific meth-

ods — that is, repeatable observations that can be manipulated

in controlled experiments. This leads the scientific community to

conclude that such feelings must not exist.

The argument continues that, although animals may possess

feelings necessary for their survival, such as fear and the drive to

multiply, they lack deeper human emotions such as love, compas-

sion and empathy. Namely, they lack soul.

This is, forgive the term, a load of hooey.

For one thing, it is also possible to argue that human beings

only possess the necessary emotions for survival. Taken to the “log-

ical” conclusion, a detached scientific outlook also robs human -

kind of our deeper feelings. Love and compassion become nothing

more than the drive to procr eate and a chemical reaction stimulated

by pheromones. One of the dilemmas of societies which empha-

size pure logic is that they rob us of our essence.

A lso, while the scientific outlook may explain why gazelles

know enough to flee when pr edators appear or why wolves travel

in packs, how does this outlook take into account the story of Koko

and All Ball? The fact that swans mate for life? Or the experience

of the millions of pet owners who will tell you hundreds of stories

about their pets that involve deep and meaningful feelings? (if

you’ll let them.)

I will concur that our contemporary cultur e, which pr esents

cartoon characters peddling sugary cer eals, and the recent prolif-

eration of pet therapists, may be overcomplicating the feelings of

animals. Of course, it is also possible to argue that these exa m-

ples oversimplify the feelings of animals as well. One fact remains

clear, the study of the emotions of animals and the study of the

r elationship betw een animals and humans remains a fertile ground

for exploration.

This brings me to F uzzy. F uzzy is a group exhibition that includes

the work of Michael Jacob A mbedian, Cathy Cahill, Toni Latour,

Kelly Mark, Yana Movchan and Mary Catharine Newcomb. F uzzy

explor es the complex and loving relationships betw een people and

animals. One of the main criteria for choosing these artists was

their work ’s ability not only to analyze this relationship, but also

to leave us with clues for an investigation into ourselves as well.

In his essay Why look at animals, John Berger argues that when

a person regards an animal “. . . a pow er is ascribed to the animal,

comparable with human pow er but never coinciding with it.”1 B erger

later embellishes his argument by stating: 

The relations hip may become cl earer by com par ing the look of an ani -

mal with the look of anot her ma n. Betw een two men the two abysses

are . . . bridged by la nguage . . . the existence of la nguage al lo ws that

at least for one of them . . . is confirmed by the other.2

B erger argues that due to the inability to converse through lan-

guage, animals are unable to confirm man, and the lack of a com-

mon language guarantees a distinct identity apart from man. It is

because of this distance that mankind does not consider animals

as together with man, but instead, running parallel to man. Berger

concludes “with their parallel lives, animals offer man a compan-

ionship which is different from any offered by human exchange.”3

I believe that this parallel relationship is central to the video

installations presented byToni Latour. In Dog, Eat Dog World Toni

simulates the language betw een dogs. On seven separate scr eens, 
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we see Toni growling, barking, panting, baring her teeth, licking

at the screen and utilizing other examples of dog communication

to create a dialogue and relationships between her seven protag-

onists. Rather than expecting dogs to learn our language, Toni

attempts to bridge this gap of communication by imitating theirs.

This approach is similar to the way infants learn language by imi-

tating their guardians.

It is astounding to notice the similar modes of communication

used betw een humans and dogs, as we recognize the gestur es and

primal noises reflective of the essential nature of ourselves. The par-

allel line betw een animal and human dwindles and each “dog” pr e-

sented on scr een adopts its own personality. More provocative than

the suggested projection of human qualities onto animal is the op -

posing reading—that we are more like animals than we like to think

— that we too are capable of this unpredictable nature. In a rela-

tively order ed society it becomes all too easy to overlook our primal

selves and how tenuous our hold on our humanistic nature truly is.

The unpr edictable nature of animals is pr esent in the work

of Michael A mbedian. In S awdust Tree and Hamster Wheel, a live

ha mster (Henry) on a wheel operates a kinetic sculpture with a

rotating tr ee— made from sawdust. If Henry feels like resting, then

the artwork lays dormant. If Henry feels like running on his wheel

the tr ee spins. A complex relationship with nature is uncover ed.

“ M an” destroys nature by turning tr ees into sawdust, then Michael

attempts to rebuild the tr ee out of the sawdust. Finally, the tr ee can

only be operated by Henry — the creature stereotypically thought

of as the most natural element in the equation. There is a quiet

pathos in the work. One might mistake the reconstruction of the

tr ee as hopelessly na ï ve, since clearly Michael is unable to con-

struct a real live tr ee. One would be missing the point, since it is

the attempt to do the impossible that allows hope to grow. This

pathos is ampli fi ed by Henry, since Michael turns the control of his

sculpture over to this tiny, unpr edictable ha mster. How ever, Michael

r espects and honours this unpr edictable natur e, this inability to

communicate, this parallel relationship, and it is in this aspect that

the soul of the work lies.

There is an inter esting juxtaposition in both the Totems and

the Dog Buddhas made by Ca thy Cahill.There is a clash of a cul-

ture that gives deep and often spiritual meanings to animals with

another that simpli fi es and commercializes them. In Totems, Cathy

makes seven foot tall totem poles out of fake fur. Unlike the tradi-

tional totem poles of the Native peoples, the animals on Cathy ’s

sculptur es mimic stuffed ones. Traditionally, totems are carved

and placed at the front entrance of the fa mily longhouse to honour

ancestors, the clan ’s standing, rights and accomplishments, to

r ecord a memorable cer emony or a spiritual experience. E ach ani-

mal portra yed on the totems repr esents a quality or characteris-

tic of the fa mily. An owl shows wisdom, a bear motherhood and

str ength. Through her refer ence to stuffed animals, Cathy simul-

taneously illuminates the loss of these symbolic relationships with

animals and, by referencing the totems, she simultaneously con-

verts the animals back into creatures to be v alued and respected.

M ary Catherine Newcomb also explor es the symbolic nature of

animals, only this time through the language of allegory and fairy

tales. But Mary Catherine ’s work does not repr esent the bright hues

of the Disney movies. Instead, it refer ences the darker passages

of the traditional fairy tales written by Hans Christian A nderson

or the Brothers Grimm. In Portrait of a Middle A ged Hare, an enor-

mous rabbit head hushes at you when you pass. The work contains

an evocative mixture of comfort and dr ead. Cover ed in bumps of

plaster, the rabbit looks partly skinned and its indecipherable mes-

sage taunts you to move further awa y. A separation is cr eated; one

is attracted to the sculpture but also repulsed by it. In a similar

manner, Lewis Carroll ’s A lice follow ed the trickster rabbit down

the rabbit hole. If one takes Mary Catherine ’s catalogue of works

into account — works which often reference sexuality — then one

can see this sculpture in a new context. This attraction and repul-

sion, this luring and danger, become extra potent.
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Kelly Mark counteracts the ster eotype of the artist as a tor-

tur ed being and the requir ement for artwork to be cold, serious

and detached. In Kelly ’s work we see that an artwork can be impor-

tant and be fun, humorous, loving, light and F uzzy. There is an enor-

mous heart full of love and affection central to Kelly Mark’s video

collaboration with her cat, Roonie. In her R ock Star series, Kelly

elevates Roonie to the level of R O C K S TAR — our modern Olym -

pian. A fter all, if Meatloaf and Justin Timberlake can be stars, why

not Roonie? When Roonie lies on the couch, “War Pigs” blasting

through speakers surrounding him, and doesn’t move, this has mor e

impact on Kelly’s life than anything Bono could do.Why shouldn’t

Roonie star in a rock video?

The expr ession “lovingly painted” is appropriate when consid-

ering the richly detailed paintings by Yana Movchan. Yana ’s work

often portra ys cats and ha msters with fruit and various traditional

still - life objects, with each hair on every ha mster consider ed befor e

being painted. This concentration is emblematic of an emotional

connection with the subject — we only truly focus on subjects of

our adoration. The view er also connects with the subject, as one

must move close to these paintings to gain a full appr eciation.

It is a style reminiscent of the Dutch and Flemish paintings of

the 16th and 17th centuries. Yana rejects the impulse to contem -

porize her subject and, as a result, her paintings appear timeless.

This evidence of caring is appar ent in many of the works, but

I do not make this observation to suggest that the work is not con -

sider ed or cer ebral. Indeed, the work contains an intellectual basis

which pr events it from becoming saccharine. At the heart of Michael

A mbedian ’s sculpture is an environmental plea. Toni Latour ’s work

zeroes in on the heart of how we communicate. Cathy Cahill mourns

the loss of myth and allegory. Mary Catherine Newcomb questions

the danger of seduction. Kelly Mark exa mines our society ’s values

and heroes. Yana Movchan ’s paintings are reminiscent of a time

that rewarded careful observation and reflection.

Koko does not wonder about her relationship with All Ball, or

the several dogs and cats that she has adopted since. She only

needs their companionship and to care for them. Our adopted pets

do not seem to wonder about our relationships with them either.

They do not look at us with curiosity and detachment. Instead,

they simply walk parallel to us, waiting patiently for us to embrace

and cherish our relationships.

— Scott Sawtell

1 B erger, John. A bout Looking ( N ew York: Pantheon Books, 1980). p. 3.   2 I bid.

p. 3.   3 Ibid. p.4.
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